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Although attachment representation is considered to be disturbed in traumatized
adolescents, it is not known whether this is specific for trauma, as comparative studies
with other clinical groups are lacking. Therefore, attachment representation was
studied by means of the Adult Attachment Interview in adolescents with Childhood
Sexual Abuse (CSA) (N = 21), clinical depression (N = 28) and non-clinical controls
(N = 28). Coherence of mind and unresolved loss or trauma, as well as the disorganized attachment classification differentiated the CSA group from the clinical depression group and controls, over and above age, IQ, and psychiatric symptomatology. In
the current era of sustained criticism on criteria-based classification, this may well
carry substantial clinical relevance. If attachment is a general risk or vulnerability
factor underlying specific psychopathology, this may guide diagnostic assessment as
well as treatment.
Keywords: attachment representation; Childhood Sexual Abuse; clinical depression;
dissociation; unresolved loss or trauma; coherence of mind

Introduction
Adolescents who experienced trauma in their lives are suggested to have a different
attachment representation than their peers who did not (e.g. Cassidy & Mohr, 2001;
Liotti, 2004; Lyons-Ruth, Dutra, Schuder, & Bianchi, 2006). Attachment representation refers to the way one conceives and narrates the relationship with his or her
parents or caretakers. It is suggested that traumatized adolescents are characterized by
high rates of insecure and unresolved-disorganized attachment representations due to
the impact of trauma on their lives (e.g. Lyons-Ruth et al., 2006). For instance, they
may idealize or deny the importance of the relationship with their caretakers (dismissive attachment representation), they may be preoccupied with anger and fear
(preoccupied attachment representation), they might be unresolved for loss of attachment figures or traumatic experiences (unresolved attachment representation), or they
*Corresponding author. Email: HoofM@rivierduinen.nl
© 2015 Taylor & Francis
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express all of these signs of insecure and unresolved-disorganized attachment at the
same time (Hesse, 2008; Neufeld Bailey, Moran, & Pederson, 2007). In all of these
instances the coherence of the narrative, called coherence of mind, is moderate to
very low.
Surprisingly few studies have investigated attachment representations in clinical
groups of adolescents with and without a history of trauma (for a meta-analysis see
Bakermans-Kranenburg & van IJzendoorn, 2009). Studying attachment representations
in specific clinical groups could add to a better understanding and (differential) diagnosis
of their symptomatology. This is especially the case for adolescents who experienced
Childhood Sexual Abuse (CSA), as they are likely to have severe anxiety and depressive
symptoms, besides post-traumatic stress and dissociative symptoms (e.g. Cicchetti &
Toth, 1995; Cloitre et al., 2009; Pollak & Kistler, 2002). Thus, adolescents with clinical
depression, who exhibit a mix of depressive and anxious symptoms, are of particular
interest as a comparison group for adolescents with CSA, because of partially overlapping
symptomatology. The aim of this paper is to determine whether attachment representations differentiate adolescents with CSA from clinically depressed adolescents and
matched controls beyond psychiatric symptom assessment.
CSA is defined as “any form of child abuse in which an adult or older adolescent uses
a child for sexual stimulation” (see committee of the American Psychological Association
Board of Professional Affairs, 2013, p. 30), using the third National Incidence Study
(NIS-3) operationalized definitions of CSA Specific Form of Maltreatment (NIS-3 code;
Sedlak, 2001; see Appendix A in Stoltenborgh, van IJzendoorn, Euser, & BakermansKranenburg, 2011). As self-reported CSA prevalence worldwide is found to be one in 10
youths (Stoltenborgh et al., 2011), it can be considered a serious global mental health
problem. Sustained, repeated and cumulative traumas, as often occur in CSA, can go
along with a myriad of depressive, anxious, dissociative, externalizing and post-traumatic
stress symptoms (Fergusson, McLeod, & Horwood, 2013; Gospodarevskaya, 2013; KimSpoon, Cicchetti, & Rogosch, 2013). From the nature of CSA, adolescents who experienced this adversity are at risk for lifelong psychosocial and somatic problems (Anda
et al., 2006; McCrory, De Brito, & Viding, 2012; Teicher & Samson, 2013), through
direct consequences of the abuse and indirect, epigenetic changes (Caspi et al., 2002;
McGowan et al., 2009). This increases the likelihood of transgenerational transmission of
sexual abuse and (psycho)pathology (McCloskey & Bailey, 2000; Putnam, 2003). Given
this detrimental impact of CSA on one’s life, it is important to identify underlying general
pathogenic factors, such as incoherent or unresolved (Ud) attachment representations, that
might provide clues for better diagnostics and treatment. We expect unresolved loss or
trauma to be a stronger indicator of CSA than lack of coherence as the latter might also be
observed in narratives about adverse past or current attachment experiences without
specific losses or trauma.
Abuse and neglect have also been associated with contradictory attachment strategies
within the same narrative (the “cannot classify” attachment classification, CC; Hesse,
2008; Neufeld Bailey et al., 2007) and with pervasive fear throughout attachment narratives of the Adult Attachment Interview (AAI, the so-called E3 classification; Main,
Kaplan, & Cassidy, 1985; Turton, McGauley, Marin-Avellan, & Hughes, 2001). These
classifications have been associated with diverse psychiatric disorders in adults such as
PTSD (Harari et al., 2009), borderline personality disorder (Agrawal, Gunderson, Holmes,
& Lyons-Ruth, 2004; Barone, Fossati, & Guiducci, 2011; Lyons-Ruth, Brumariu, Bureau,
Hennighausen, & Holmes, 2014; Lyons-Ruth, Bureau, Holmes, Easterbrooks, & Brooks,
2013), and anti-social personality disorder (Levinson & Fonagy, 2004; van IJzendoorn
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et al., 1997). In all of these instances the coherence of the narrative, called coherence of
mind, is low. Because Ud, CC and E3 classifications may all be caused by underlying loss
and/or trauma experiences in the Main, Goldwyn, and Hesse (2003) coding system, we
will examine their associations with trauma in adolescents who suffer from sexual abuse
experiences or struggle with clinical depression, and with typically developing peers.
We are aware of alternative or complementary classification systems to describe attachment representations of traumatized individuals. For example, Lyons-Ruth and colleagues
(e.g. Lyons-Ruth, 2003; Lyons-Ruth, Melnick, Patrick, & Hobson, 2007; Lyons-Ruth &
Spielman, 2004) developed the hostile/helpless (HH) category to explain why some nontraumatized mothers have disorganized children. Mothers who were not judged unresolved
nevertheless manifested a pervasive sense of hostility or helplessness throughout the AAI
transcript. This appeared to be based on childhood experiences of lack of attunement in
parent–child interactions, role-reversal (Vulliez-Coady, Obsuth, Torreiro-Casal,
Ellertsdottir, & Lyons-Ruth, 2013), and emotional neglect (Milot et al., 2014). Also, childhood loss and trauma were found to be differentially associated with maternal unresolved
and hostile-helpless states of mind (Lyons-Ruth, Yellin, Melnick, & Atwood, 2003). How
both coding systems (Lyons-Ruth, Bronfman, & Parsons, 1999; Main et al., 2003) are
interrelated was studied in low risk, poor and maltreating mothers (Frigerio, Costantino,
Ceppi, & Barone, 2013). The authors found HH profiles not to overlap with Ud, CC and E3
categories. In the current study we focus on the more frequently used and well-validated
Main et al. (2003) coding system to facilitate comparison with previous (clinical) studies on
attachment (Bakermans-Kranenburg & van IJzendoorn, 2009). It should also be noted that
the AAI does not assess (reactive) attachment disorders as defined by the DSM-IV or
DSM-5 (for the differences, see van IJzendoorn & Bakermans-Kranenburg, 2003; Zeanah
& Smyke, 2008).
For several reasons, there is need to study attachment issues in adolescence, in particular
in clinical samples. First, puberty is known to be accompanied by emotion regulation and
parent–child interaction problems, which might exacerbate emerging clinical issues
(Blakemore, 2012; Obsuth, Hennighausen, Brumariu, & Lyons-Ruth, 2014). Secondly,
several psychiatric disorders, like clinical depression, become only clearly visible in
adolescence (Paus, Keshavan, & Giedd, 2008). Thirdly, CSA has a high incidence in
adolescence (Bicanič, 2014) and is often accompanied by PTSD. Thus, especially in female
adolescents, depressive and anxiety disorders and CSA-related PTSD coincide (Bersani
et al., 2014; Bicanič, 2014; Christiansen & Hansen, 2015), making it vital to disentangle
disorder-specific from general psychiatric symptoms. In contrast to the extensive literature
on attachment in the general population, the small number of studies on the association of
attachment with specific psychiatric disorders is surprising (e.g. Allen, 2008; Dozier, Chase
Stovall-McClough, & Albus, 2008; Duchesne & Ratelle, 2014; Nelson, Westerlund, Martin
McDermott, Zeanah, & Fox, 2013; Wallis & Steele, 2001; Waters, Merrick, Treboux,
Crowell, & Albersheim, 2000). The few clinical studies have focused on infants, institutionalized children or adult samples (e.g. Bentovim, Cox, Bingley Miller, & Pizzey, 2009;
Fonagy et al., 1996; MacKinnon, 2012; Strathearn, 2011; Zeanah & Smyke, 2008), but only
rarely on adolescent groups (Allen, 2008; Lionetti, Pastore, & Barone, 2015; Wallis &
Steele, 2001; Zegers, Schuengel, van IJzendoorn, & Janssens, 2006, 2008). We therefore
decided to contribute to the small set of attachment studies in clinically disturbed adolescents with an outpatient adolescent group.
In summary, our aim is to investigate whether attachment representations differentiate
adolescents with CSA from those with clinical depression and from controls and whether
information from AAIs complements the symptomatology derived from conventional
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psychiatric assessments for depression and post-traumatic stress. The following three
hypotheses are examined.
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(1) Adolescents with CSA will more often show an insecure and especially an
unresolved-disorganized attachment representation than adolescents with clinical
depression and non-clinical controls.
(2) Unresolved status and low coherence of mind will be associated with more severe
clinical symptomatology in both clinical adolescent groups.
(3) Unresolved status and coherence of mind will differentiate the CSA group from
the clinical depression group and controls beyond psychiatric symptomatology.

Methods
Participants
AAI and clinical data were collected for two outpatient groups of adolescents and one
control group: N = 21 CSA adolescents, N = 28 adolescents with DSM-IV anxiety or
depressive disorders, further referred to as clinical depression (DEP) and N = 28 matched
non-clinical controls (CNTR). The adolescents from all three groups were part of the
EPISCA study (Emotional Pathways’ Imaging Study in Clinical Adolescents), a longitudinal study in which adolescents were followed over a six-month period. The CSA and
DEP groups underwent a diagnostic assessment and an MRI scanning protocol before the
start of their regular psychotherapy, and three and six months later. The controls were
examined over similar periods (see for more detail van den Bulk et al., 2013). The current
study reports on the AAI and clinical characteristics of the three groups using data of the
first measurement only. The imaging data will be published in separate reports.
Related to the neuroimaging protocol all participants met the following inclusion
criteria: aged between 12 and 20 years, estimated full scale IQ ≥ 80 as measured by
Dutch versions of the Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children (WISC-III; Wechsler,
1991) or Adults (WAIS-III; Wechsler, 1997), being right-handed, normal or corrected-tonormal vision, sufficient understanding of the Dutch language, no history of neurological
impairments and no contraindications for MRI testing (e.g. braces, metal implants, lead
tattoos, irremovable piercings, claustrophobia or possible pregnancy). The CSA group
was recruited in two psychotrauma centres of child and adolescent psychiatric institutes in
the Leiden region in the Netherlands. Inclusion criteria for the CSA group were having
experienced sexual abuse during their lifetime more than once by one or more perpetrators
in- or outside the family, and being referred for treatment at the psychotrauma centre. The
inclusion criteria for the DEP group were: being referred for outpatient treatment, having a
clinical diagnosis of DSM-IV depressive and/or anxiety disorders and no history of CSA
(see Aghajani et al., 2013; Pannekoek et al., 2014a, 2014b). Exclusion criteria for both
clinical groups were: (1) a primary DSM-IV diagnosis of Attention Deficit and
Hyperactivity Disorder, Oppositional Defiant Disorder, Conduct Disorder, Pervasive
Developmental Disorders, Tourette’s syndrome, Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, bipolar
disorder, and psychotic disorders; (2) current use of psychotropic medication other than
stable use of SSRI’s or amphetamine medication on the day of the scanning; and (3)
current substance abuse. The controls were recruited through local advertisement, with the
following inclusion criteria: no clinical scores on validated mood and behavioural
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questionnaires or past or current DSM-IV classification, no history of traumatic experiences and no current psychotherapeutic intervention of any kind.
To objectify any abuse or neglect as well as risk for functional impairment and
morbidity (Karam et al., 2014), we verified police reports, involvement of child welfare,
and family custody or other child protection measures as to have an estimate of the
severity and impact of problems. Most adolescents with CSA (87%) reported during the
AAI serious and/or longstanding physical sexual contact including repeated or group rape,
in 63.6% by a person other than an attachment figure. In addition, 36.4% of the CSA
group also experienced physical abuse, 22.7% by a person other than an attachment
figure, 9.1% by an attachment figure, in one case by both. Sexual abuse was reported
to the police in 60.9%, child welfare was involved in 56.5% of the cases, while 17.4% had
a child protection measure (family custody). None of the participating control and DEP
adolescents had experienced CSA, but they did mention physical and emotional abuse,
bullying, and other incidents. No controls were involved with police, child welfare or
child protection, while 23% of the DEP group had child welfare involvement.
From the original sample of 82 adolescents, three participants were excluded due to
technical problems, i.e. failed voice and video recording (one CSA), unintelligible
recording (one control), incorrect interview technique (one control). Two participants
(one control and one DEP) were excluded because they refused the AAI because of the
interview itself. Of the N = 77 in this sample, 86% were girls. All CSA adolescents
fulfilled the DSM-IV criteria for PTSD, according to the ADIS, however one adolescent
missed a point on the interference score to fully qualify for PTSD. SSRI’s were used by
four of the CSA group and two of the DEP group.
Written informed assent and consent was obtained from all adolescents and their
parents. Participants received a financial compensation including travel expenses. The
medical ethics committee of the Leiden University Medical Centre approved the study.

Procedure
After adolescents and their parents had given assent and consent to participate in the
EPISCA study they filled out questionnaires, usually at home, and were tested for IQ and
interviewed for DSM-IV classification and attachment representation at the clinic in
separate appointments.

Measures
We used the following measures: the AAI (attachment representations), the ADIS C/P
(DSM-IV classifications), WISC/WAIS (intelligence), TSCC, A-DES, CDI (clinical
symptoms of trauma, dissociation respectively depression), PDS (puberty development),
and ZALC (socio-emotional development).
AAI: Adult Attachment Interview (Main et al., 1985) is an hour-long semi-structured
interview (Hesse, 2008), validated for adolescents (Beijersbergen, Bakermans-Kranenburg,
van IJzendoorn, & Juffer, 2008; Beijersbergen, Juffer, Bakermans-Kranenburg, & van
IJzendoorn, 2012) and with additional trauma probes (Madigan, Vaillancourt, McKibbon,
& Benoit, 2012). The AAI asks how the interviewee thinks about the relationship with
parents or other primary caregivers in his or her youth, how these experiences have
influenced him or her, how the actual relationship with parents or other primary caregivers
is and whether there were any experiences of illness, separation, fear, trauma or loss. The
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interviewee is asked to give specific examples supporting each evaluation. The coherence of
the narrative matters, not its autobiographical content.
After transcription and coding of the AAI according to the manual of Main et al.
(2003) by a certified coder, an attachment representation classification can be given
according to the DEFU system: dismissive (Ds), preoccupied (E), secure-autonomous
(F), unresolved-disorganized (Ud). Ds, E and F classifications are organized forms of
attachment (Hesse, 2008; Main, 2000), while Ud represents disorganized forms of attachment. In organized attachment representations there is one coherent mental strategy with
regard to attachment figures, either secure-autonomous (F) or insecure (Ds or E). In
disorganized attachment representation different mental strategies with regard to attachment figures are used simultaneously or sequentially, often contradictory (Hesse & Main,
2000). In insecure-dismissive attachment representations (Ds) the narrative is coloured by
idealization, denial and lack of memory, resulting in moderate to low coherence of the
narrative. In insecure-preoccupied representations (E) the narrative is coloured by vague
and passive speech or speech showing signs of preoccupied anger or fear, also resulting in
moderate to low coherence of narrative. A high to moderate coherence of the narrative is
seen in secure-autonomous (F) attachment interviews in which the interviewee can give
ample evidence for general evaluative statements made regarding attachment relationships
and attachment experiences whether good or bad.
In case of unresolved loss or trauma, the attachment representation is labelled unresolved-disorganized (Ud). This classification can be given in addition to a Ds, E or F
classification. A fifth category, cannot classify (CC), has been suggested by Hesse (1999)
and is used when the interviewee presents contrasting attachment strategies for attachment
figures in the course of the interview resulting in very low coherence of narrative. The CC
classification can be given in combination with any DEFU classification and renders the
final classification disorganized. Besides the five categories Ds, F, E, U, and CC, we used
the dichotomous variables F-nonF and Ud-nonUd. Derived from the DEF system, the
contrast between F-nonF is considered a forced two-way classification in which unresolved state of mind is not taken into account. This implies that subjects with a secure and
at the same time unresolved state of mind are considered secure, just like subjects who
were classified as secure-autonomous without the additional classification as unresolved.
The contrast between Ud-nonUd is used to characterize the presence or absence of
unresolved-disorganized attachment representations (U or CC). Coherence of mind and
Unresolved for loss or trauma (Ulosstrauma) are two dimensional scales of the AAI which
are assigned scores rated between 1 and 9 by the judge coding the AAI. Lowest score for
Coherence means there is little or no coherence of mind, highest score for Ulosstrauma
means there is high impact of loss or trauma. A log10 transformation was performed to lift
the positive skew for Ulosstrauma. To avoid multiple testing in a relatively small sample
we decided a priori to focus in our analyses on these two central AAI scales that cover
most of the variance between the classifications in clinical samples.
Because of the recruitment procedure the dominant factor in the U classification and scale
score was trauma, and in only one case was loss rated higher than trauma which resulted in a U
classification based on loss but accompanied with traumatic experiences as well. In our
relatively small sample it was therefore impossible to separate Uloss and Utrauma. We
refrained from a cumulative loss and trauma experiences score, because we were aware of
the measurement problems inherent in reconstructing past (loss or trauma) experiences
especially in case of high co-morbidity. This is why we decided to stick to the AAI
representational variables not suffering from the retrospective bias (van IJzendoorn, 1995b)
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The AAI is found to have remarkably good test-retest, discriminant reliability as well
as predictive validity (Aikins, Howes, & Hamilton, 2009; Bakermans-Kranenburg & van
IJzendoorn, 1993, 2009; Benoit & Parker, 1994; Crowell et al., 1996; Sagi et al., 1994;
Steele, Steele, & Fonagy, 1996; van IJzendoorn, 1995a; Waters et al., 2000). In this study,
the AAI was administered by MJvH and CIG, verbatim transcribed according to protocol,
and coded by GK (trained by Diane and Dave Pederson), and SdH (trained by Diane and
Dave Pederson, and June Sroufe). Both reached intercoder reliability standards in the AAI
classification system. Ten cases were also coded by MJBK. Interrater agreement in this
sample was 80% for F-nonF, 90% for Ud-nonUd and 70% for four-way classification
(DEFU). Kappas for coding F-nonF (.59) and Ud-nonUd (.62) were both statistically
significant and reasonable to satisfactory.
ADIS: The Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule Child and Parent Versions (ADIS C/
P) (Silverman, Saavedra, & Pina, 2001; Dutch version by Siebelink & Treffers, 2001a,
2001b) are semi-structured interviews designed specifically for DSM-IV classification of
anxiety and other related disorders such as depression and PTSD in children and adolescents. Based on results obtained from the interviews with the children and parents
separately, the interviewer provides definite classifications. The ADIS is used in many
studies to describe the participants’ DSM-IV classifications in clinical and maltreated
adolescents (e.g. Brown, DiNardo, Lehman, & Campbell, 2001). With regard to the
psychometric qualities, Silverman and colleagues (2001) reported excellent validity and
reliability. In this study, the ADIS was applied to all participants by certified trained
clinicians and researchers.
WISC-III-NL and WAIS-III: Short versions of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Dutch
Children aged 6–16 years, WISC-III-NL (Wechsler, 1991) and adolescents aged 16 and
above and adults, the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, WAIS-III (Wechsler, 1997) were
used. They consisted of six subtests: picture completion, similarities, picture arrangement,
arithmetic, block design, and comprehension. In earlier studies, these subtests were found to
give a valid and reliable IQ estimate (reliability coefficient > .90; e.g. Crawford, Mychalkiw,
Johnson, & Moore, 1996; Kaufman, Kaufman, Balgopal, & McLean, 1996).
TSCC: The Trauma Symptom Checklist for Children (Briere, 1996) is a 54-item selfreport for children and adolescents aged 8–17, which measures trauma-related symptoms.
There are separate profile sheets for boys and girls. On a 4-point scale (never to almost all
of the time), the adolescent indicates how often a thought, feeling or behaviour occurs.
The items are grouped into six clinical scales on anxiety, depression, post-traumatic stress,
sexual concerns, dissociation, and anger. The total score is summed from the frequency of
all items, with scores ranging from 0 to 162. The total score reflects post-traumatic
symptomatology (Wekerle et al., 2001). The standardization of TSCC was based on
3008 school children from different parts of the USA. Good psychometric qualities
have repeatedly been confirmed in other studies on trauma in adolescents (Nilsson,
Wadsby, & Svedin, 2008). In the present study, only the TSCC total score was used
(Cronbach’s alpha coefficient .96).
A-DES: The Adolescent Dissociative Experiences Scale (Armstrong, Putnam, Carlson,
Libero, & Smith, 1997) is a self-report for adolescents aged 11–18 measuring possible
dissociation. The self-report consists of 30 questions reflecting experiences and coping
skills rather than symptoms and disabilities. It consists of four different scales: (1)
dissociative amnesia; (2) absorption and imaginative involvement; (3) passive influence;
and (4) depersonalisation and derealisation, items reflecting dissociated identity and
dissociated relatedness. All items are scores from 0 (never the case) to 10 (always the
case). The total score is the mean of all item scores (range 0–10). A mean score of ≥ 4.0
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suggests pathological dissociation, while a mean score of 3 suggests high risk for
dissociative disorder (Armstrong et al., 1997). Smith and Carlson (1996) and Armstrong
and colleagues (1997) found that the A-DES had good validity and reliability. In this
study the mean total score on the A-DES was used, and had a Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient of .95. A log10 transformation was performed to lift the positive skew.
CDI: The Children’s Depression Inventory (Kovačs, 1985) is a 27-item, self-rated,
depression symptoms-oriented scale suitable for youths aged 7 to 17. The CDI is
sensitive to changes in depressive symptoms over time and is a useful index of the
severity of the depression. There are five subscales that measure different components of
depression: (1) anhedonia; (2) negative self-esteem; (3) ineffectiveness; (4) interpersonal
problems; and (5) negative mood. Each item offers respondents three alternatives scored
0 (absence of symptom), 1 (mild symptom), or 2 (clearly present symptom) and
accordingly raw scores range from 0 to 54. Several studies (e.g. Matthey & Petrovski,
2002) recommended 13 as a cut-off score for clinical populations and 19 as the threshold for community samples in the United States, while 16 has been recommended as a
cut-off for Dutch samples (e.g. Roelofs et al., 2010). The CDI has good psychometric
properties of validity and reliability (Kovačs, 1992), though discriminant validity has
been subject to discussion (e.g. Timbremont, Braet, & Dreessen, 2004). In this study the
total CDI score is used and has a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of .93.
PDS: The Pubertal Development Scale (Petersen, Crockett, Richards, & Boxer, 1988)
measures the actual level of physical development during puberty. It is a 5-item self-report
that measures items like body growth, body hair, and skin changes for both sexes. For
boys there are items on beard growth and voice changes. For girls there are items on
breast growth and menstrual bleeding. Items can be answered on a 5-point scale with a
total score range of 0–20. Internal consistency is adequate for both sexes, consistent
across samples, while the predictive validity of the PDS is satisfactory (Robertson et al.,
1992). The PDS was filled out by 87% of participants in this study.
ZALC: The Sentence Completion Test for Children and Youth (Westenberg, 2002)
measures the socio-emotional level of development. It is an 80 item questionnaire containing
incomplete sentences that have to be completed by the child or youngster. It is based on the
Washington University Sentence Completion Test (WUSCT), a test developed by Loevinger
(Loevinger, 1976; Westenberg, Jonckheer, Treffers, & Drewes, 1998), who views psychosocial development as changes in impulse control, conscious preoccupations, character development and interpersonal orientation. There is evidence for good reliability and discriminant
validity (Drewes & Westenberg, 2001). The ZALC was filled out by 91% of participants in
this study.

Analysis
Preliminary descriptive analyses were performed and distribution of data was checked. A
MANOVA for diagnostic group differences regarding IQ and age was performed, as well
as crosstabs for differences in PDS and ZALC categories with Pearson’s χ2 and Cramer’s
V reported. Bootstraps (1000 samples) were performed in order to acquire robust standard
errors in the relatively small study group. Fisher’s exact test (2-sided) was reported in case
of bootstrap. A MANOVA was performed on total scale scores of the psychiatric
symptoms measures TSCC, A-DES and CDI. Subsequent MANCOVA’s were performed
with age and IQ as covariates, because groups differed significantly in this respect. Posthoc LSD tests (alpha 0.05) were performed to examine univariate effects. Effect sizes
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(partial η2) were reported; interpretation of these effect sizes is debatable, rule of thumb
might be: .02 ~ small, .13 ~ medium .26 ~ large.
To test the first hypothesis group differences in attachment representations were examined, using categorical and dimensional AAI variables. For the categorical approach the fiveway classification DEFCCU was used, unless explicitly stated otherwise. We used adjusted
residuals to determine over- or under-representation of attachment classifications. Also the
dichotomies F-nonF and Ud-nonUd were used. For the dimensional approach we used two
continuous state of mind scales of the AAI, Coherence and Ulosstrauma, as dependent
variables, group as independent variable with age and IQ as covariates in a MANCOVA.
To test the second hypothesis, Pearson correlation was used to examine the associations between the AAI Coherence and Ulosstrauma scale scores and the psychiatric
symptoms measures TSCC, A-DES and CDI total scale scores.
To examine the third hypothesis, we tested whether the AAI could distinguish diagnostic groups beyond psychiatric symptom profile using dimensional attachment scales
(Ulosstrauma and Coherence). We performed MANCOVA’s on groups with Ulosstrauma
and Coherence as dependent variables and TSCC, A-DES and CDI as covariates.

Results
Sample characteristics
The groups differed with respect to age (F(2,74) = 4.68, p < .01, partial η2 = .11) and
IQ (F(2,74) = 4.49, p < .01, partial η2 = .11), with CSA and DEP groups being
significantly older than the controls (both p < .05), and the CSA group having a
significantly lower IQ than both the DEP and controls (both p < .05). As expected
based on group differences for age, the PDS showed that the CSA and DEP groups
were most often in the late- or post-pubertal phase, while the controls were most often
in the mid- or late-pubertal phase (Pearson’s χ2(8) = 22.14, exact p = .00, Cramer’s
V = .41). Surprisingly, socio-emotional development as measured with the ZALC was
equal across groups (Pearson’s χ2(12) = 10.36, exact p = .64, Cramer’s V = .27), with
most adolescents (44/70) being rated as conformists. Despite the older age of the
clinical groups, they were not more often self-aware or responsible than controls, but
in contrast functioning at the same socio-emotional developmental level.

Psychiatric symptoms profile
On the psychiatric symptoms measures, a MANCOVA with age and IQ as covariates
showed a significant effect for group with rather large effect sizes (F(10, 120) = 7.48,
p < .00, partial η2 = .38). As expected, the two clinical groups differed from the controls
on all three scale scores, but not among each other (TSCC and CDI both at p < .00; A-DES
CNTR vs. DEP group at p = .04 and CNTR vs. CSA group at p = .00; TSCC F
2
2
(2,65) = 12.02, p < .00, partial η = .28; A-DES F(2,65) = 4.73, p = .01, partial η = .13;
2
CDI F(2,65) = 23.40, p < .00, partial η = .43; see Table 1).
AAI profile
Regarding the most fine-grained DEFCCU attachment classifications cross-tabulation
with group resulted in a Fisher’s Exact Test of 18.39, p = .00. Inspection of the adjusted
standardized residuals showed that the CC classification differentiated the CSA group

Age in months***
Full scale IQ***

4.3
16.9
7.1
SD
24
8.6

1.5
0
0
10.4
14.9

86

%
24
1
22
0
1
0
12
11
21
5
11
6
Mean
192
104

N

(N = 28)

(N = 21)

18
20
4
19
1
0
0
7
10
18
3
12
5
Mean
199
99

N

DEP

CSA

7.1
15.6
8.6
SD
16
9.5

0
1.5
0
17.9
16.4

86

%
24
28
0
0
8
12
5
25
3
21
4
Mean
181
106

N

0
0
11.9
17.9
7.5

86

%

4.3
29.9
5.7
SD
20
7.9

(N = 28)

CNTR

Sample characteristics with psychiatric symptoms and attachment variables (N = 77).

Sample characteristics
Females
Number meeting PTSD criteria1
Number of stable SSRI use2
Number in PDS categoriesA
Pre-pubertal
Early- pubertal
Mid-pubertal
Late- pubertal
Post-pubertal
Number in ZALC categoriesB
Impulsive or self-protective
Conformist
Self-aware or responsible

Table 1.

ηp2
.01
.01

F(2,70)
4.68
4.49
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p
.05
.05
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Significant group differences
CSA>DEP>CNTR
CSA<DEP<CNTR
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(Continued).

%

N

SD
22.92
.42
6.89
SD
.31
1.6
%
24:76
43:57
43
21(14)
21(14)

Mean3
45.74
1.65
15.15
Mean3
.51
2.47
N
5:16
9:12
9
6(3)
6(3)

Mean4
41.90
1.46
17.75
Mean4
.27
4.29
N
13:15
6:22
11
4
1

%
SD
22.85
.44
8.89
SD
.29
1.9
%
46:54
21:79
39
18
4

(N = 28)

(N = 21)

N

DEP

CSA

Mean5
16.26
1.20
4.17
Mean5
.06
4.71
N
14:14
1:27
13
1

N

%
SD
12.50
.46
3.36
SD
.17
2.3
%
50:50
4:96
46
4

(N = 28)

CNTR

ηp2
.28
.13
.43
η2
.31
.17
F(2,68)
12.02
4.73
23.40
F(2,68)
13.81
6.60

p
.00
.01
.00
p
.00
.00

Significant group differences
CSA, DEP >CNTR***
CSA***, DEP*** > CNTR
CSA, DEP > CNTR***
Significant group differences
CSA, DEP>CNTR*
CSA>CNTR**

Abbreviations used: Childhood Sexual Abuse (CSA), clinical depression (DEP), non-clinical controls (CNTR), post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), Anxiety Disorders Interview
Schedule for Child/Parent (ADIS-C/P), Pubertal Development Scale (PDS), Sentence Completion Test Curium (ZALC), standard deviation (SD), Selective Serotonine Reuptake
Inhibitor (SSRI), F:non-F (secure versus insecure attachment classification), Ud:non-Ud (unresolved-disorganized versus organized attachment classification), dismissive attachment
classification (Ds), unresolved for loss or trauma (U), Cannot Classify attachment classification (CC). *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .00; 1All adolescents (but one missing one
interference point on the ADIS) with CSA had PTSD as primary classification. 2Stable SSRI use (fluoxetine) was permitted. 3 N = 18; 4 N = 24; 5 N = 26; 6 DEFCCU five-way
classification with bootstrap Fisher’s Exact Test value 18.385, exact p (2-sided) = .00 at N = 77. 7 non-F included Ds. E was not present in this sample. 8 Ud included both U and CC; in
some cases both have been classified. Non-Ud included F and Ds. 9 3 of 6 U were in combination with CC. U without CC have been added between brackets. 10 3 of 6 CC were in
combination with U. CC without U have been added between brackets. Adjusted residuals in the CSA group < −2.5 for F and > 2.5 for CC. A Ten were missing (3 CSA; 4 DEP and 3
CNTR); B Seven were missing (1 CSA and 6 DEP).

F:nonF7
Ud:nonUd8
Ds
U9
CC10

Psychiatric symptom scores
TSCC score
A-DES score
CDI score
Attachment characteristics6
Unresolved loss or trauma
Coherence of mind

Table 1.
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(adjusted residual 3.2) from both the DEP (adjusted residual −1.5) and the CNTR groups
(adjusted residual −1.5). As can be seen in Table 1, most of the adolescents in the CSA
group had insecure attachments (16/21: 76%), and the same was true for about half of the
adolescents in the two other groups. The percentage with dismissing classification was
similar in the three groups (CSA 43% (9/21), DEP 39% (11/28), 46% (13/28)). None of
the adolescents had a preoccupied (E) classification. Unresolved-disorganized representations including CC were significantly more present in the CSA group (9/21: 43%;
adjusted residual 2.9) than in the DEP group (6/28: 21%; adjusted residual 0.1) and
controls (1/28: 4%; adjusted residual −2.8). In addition, the dimensional AAI scale scores
Ulosstrauma and Coherence differentiated the three groups, with age and IQ included as
covariates (F(10,120) = 7.48, p < .00, partial η2 = .38). Post hoc LSD analysis showed that
the CSA group had a significantly higher score than the controls and DEP group on the
Ulosstrauma scale (F(2,65) = 13.81, p < .00, partial η2 = .31), and a significantly lower
score than the controls and DEP group on the Coherence scale (F(2,65) = 6.60, p = .00,
partial η2 = .17; see Table 1).

Associations between AAI scales and psychiatric symptoms
The Ulosstrauma and Coherence variables correlated negatively with each other (r = -.35;
p < .01), meaning that higher Ulosstrauma scores were associated with a lower Coherence
score. The Ulosstrauma scale score correlated positively with total scores on the TSCC
(Pearson’s r = .34, p < .00) and CDI (Pearson’s r = .27, p < .05), but not with the total
A-DES score. In contrast, there were no significant associations between the Coherence
scores and the total TSCC, A-DES and CDI scores. The scores on TSCC, A-DES and CDI
correlated positively and significantly with each other (Pearson’s r = .56–.76, all ps < .01,
see Table 2).

AAI scales differentiate CSA from both clinical depression and controls
When examining group differences for Ulosstrauma and Coherence, while controlling for
age, IQ and psychiatric symptoms measured by TSCC, A-DES, and CDI, a significant main
effect of group was found (F(4, 120) = 5.70, p < .00, partial η2 = .17; Coherence F(2,60) = 6.45,
Table 2. Pearson correlations (r) between the two AAI scales “Coherence of Mind” and
“Unresolved” and clinical characteristics1 (N = 68).
Unresolved for loss
or trauma
Unresolved for loss or
trauma
Coherence of mind
TSCC
A-DES
CDI

Coherence of
mind

TSCC

A-DES

CDI

−.35**

.34**

.212

27*

−.09

−.17
−.09
.63*** .76***
.56***

Abbreviations used: Trauma Symptom Checklist (TSCC), Adolescent version Dissociative Experiences Scale (ADES), Child Depression Inventory (CDI). *Significant at p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .00, 2(p = .09). 1Because
questionnaires were not filled out by three CSA adolescents (TSCC, A-DES, CDI), and by four (A-DES), three
(TSCC) and one (CDI) depressed adolescents, the analyses were performed on N = 68. Note: Because less than
20% of the items in TSCC, ADES and CDI were missing, expectation maximization as regression method was
used to calculate the scale scores.
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p = .00, partial η2 = .18; Ulosstrauma F(2,60) = 10.63, p < .00, partial η2 = .26). Post-hoc LSD
analyses indicated that the CSA group had a significantly higher score on the Ulosstrauma
scale (p < .02) and a significantly lower score on the Coherence scale (p < .01) compared to
both DEP group and controls. DEP group and controls had equal Coherence scale
scores (p = .21).
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Discussion
In the current study we tested whether attachment representation as measured with the
AAI can distinguish a CSA group from a clinically depressed and a non-clinical control
group when taking psychiatric symptoms into account. First, we found that the CSA
group was most disorganized according to the AAI classifications, compared to both the
clinical depression and control groups. This was due to the overrepresentation of unresolved trauma and “Cannot Classify” classifications (U/CC). Secondly, unresolved status
but not coherence of mind correlated with severity of clinical symptomatology. Third, the
CSA group had the highest score of being unresolved and the lowest coherence of mind
score, compared to the clinical depression group and the controls. Co-varying IQ, age and
psychiatric symptoms, only coherence of mind uniquely differentiated the CSA group
from both the clinical depression group and controls. The unresolved loss or trauma scale
differentiated both clinical groups from the controls, whereas coherence of mind differentiated CSA from the clinical depression and control groups.
It should be noted that the current sample showed rather elevated levels of psychiatric
symptomatology, with serious problems requiring intensive outpatient treatment. For
example, all adolescents but one in the CSA group had PTSD according to the ADIS
and scores for post-traumatic stress, dissociative and depressive symptoms were rather
high in both clinical groups. In addition, we found a very high percentage of serious and/
or longstanding physical sexual contact including repeated or group rape and implicit
emotional abuse and neglect in the CSA group, and a high percentage of physical abuse,
losses, bullying and other traumatic incidents in both clinical groups. All of these results
together imply that a substantial percentage of adolescents with CSA seeking professional
help suffer from complex PTSD (Herman, 1992; Jonkman, Verlinden, Bolle, Boer, &
Lindauer, 2013; Karam et al., 2014) or “PTSD with prominent dissociative symptoms”
(DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013). The severity of the experiences
and symptoms might be one of the reasons why their unresolved status and low coherence
of mind, classified as unresolved-disorganized attachment representations (with an overrepresentation of CC classifications), characterize them even beyond regular psychiatric
symptomatology.
The current study extends our knowledge by suggesting that adolescents with CSA can be
characterized by a higher frequency of unresolved-disorganized attachment representations in
contrast to clinically depressed adolescents as well as to typically developing adolescents who
showed an overrepresentation of dismissive attachment representations. Our finding is in line
with results found in traumatized adults (Cassidy & Mohr, 2001; Liotti, 2004; Lyons-Ruth
et al., 2006), and in an at-risk sample of adolescent mothers with complex trauma symptoms,
who showed elevated levels of unresolved attachments (Neufeld Bailey et al., 2007). Because
of the cross-sectional nature of our study, it is not clear whether adolescents with CSA have
unresolved-disorganized attachment representations as a consequence of CSA or whether
they were more vulnerable for CSA due to an already present insecure or unresolveddisorganized attachment representation (Harari et al., 2009; Liotti, 2004). This remains to
be investigated in longitudinal studies.
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Attachment was examined using categorical as well as dimensional variables of the
AAI. We used both strategies because the conventional coding system (Main et al., 2003)
yields categorical classifications as well as continuous scales, and because including
dimensional scales may imply more statistical power to identify theoretically anticipated
correlates of insecure states of mind than the classifications. It should be noted that if we
would have only relied on the continuous scales the strong association between the CC
classification and CSA would have escaped our attention. If we would only have
concentrated on the classifications we might not have observed the special role of
coherence of mind in separating CSA from both the clinical depression group and the
controls whereas the unresolved scale was not able to differentiate the CSA from the
depression group, when we co-varied IQ, age, and psychiatric symptoms. The current
debate about continuous versus categorical AAI measures seems most pertinent to
typically developing adolescents with low levels of loss or trauma experiences and
concomitant U and CC classifications (see for the debate: Roisman, Fraley, & BoothLaForce, 2014; van IJzendoorn & Bakermans-Kranenburg, 2014).
With regard to the association between representational attachment scales for coherence and unresolved on the one hand and psychiatric symptoms on the other hand, we
only found that being unresolved correlated with self-reported post-traumatic and depressive symptoms, but not dissociative symptoms. There was no association between coherence of mind and psychiatric symptoms. Though the A-DES is shown to have good
reliability and validity (Armstrong et al., 1997), like the adult version (Bernstein &
Putnam, 1986; van IJzendoorn & Schuengel, 1996), dissociative symptoms may be easier
to recognize for an interviewer or observer than for the dissociative adolescent herself.
Furthermore, retrospect reporting may become distorted (Merckelbach & Muris, 2001).
For these reasons self-reported incidence of dissociation may be different from observed
incidence and more than one informant in a multi-informant approach may be preferable
to self-report only (van IJzendoorn & Schuengel, 1996). Coherence of mind is an
evaluative judgment on the narrative of the AAI and is independent of self-knowledge
and conscious self-reports of the individual. Therefore it may be no surprise that coherence of mind and presence of psychiatric symptoms do not have strong associations.
Finally, by broadening insights in the interrelatedness of trauma, dissociation and
disorganized attachment representation, this study adds evidence to theories addressing
ways in which individuals (fail to) cope with traumatic experiences (Cassidy & Mohr,
2001; Hesse, 2008; Liotti, 2004; Lyons-Ruth et al., 1999, 2006). These authors mentioned
lapses in behavioural and attentional strategies in traumatized young adults having disorganized attachment representations, and we indeed found disorganized attachments of the
most severe kind (i.e. CC) in particular in the CSA group, which was also characterized as
showing lowest levels of coherence of mind. Liotti (2004) developed the diathesis-stress
model of trauma, dissociation and disorganized attachment as “three strands of a single
braid” implying inherent vulnerability. Maybe pre-existent lack of coherence of the autobiographical narrative due to highly insensitive parenting might have prepared the way for
elevated disorganization in the face of sexual abuse. Of course this speculative interpretation
should be tested in a longitudinal study.
With regard to implications for child and adolescent clinical practice, our findings
suggest that attachment coherence and unresolved loss or trauma are potentially important
concepts to be taken into account in child psychiatric diagnostic assessment and treatment
of specific groups such as individuals suffering from CSA or clinical depression (Kim,
Blashfield, Tyrer, Hwang, & Lee, 2014; Tarren-Sweeney, 2014; Tyrer, 2014). For general
clinical application of the AAI, Steele and Steele (2008) already described several
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possibilities. One of them is that the AAI effectively engages the adolescent in reflection
on the relationship with his or her parents, losses and traumatic experiences. In doing so,
the AAI creates a bond between the adolescent and clinician, which makes it easier for the
adolescent to trust the clinician and engage in therapy, which is important for those
traumatized or depressed (e.g. Sheftall, Mathias, Furr, & Dougherty, 2013). For diagnosis
and treatment of CSA victims, our findings emphasise the importance of not only looking
at signs of unresolved trauma, but also at more general indications of an incoherent
autobiographical narrative. Of course these implications are speculative and a follow-up
study is needed to test the prognostic value of our findings and to study the usefulness of
attachment representations in clinical practice.
We recognize several limitations in this study. First, caution is needed concerning the
generalizability of our results: (a) Due to participation in a time-consuming, multidisciplinary neuroimaging study, recruitment was restricted by many inclusion and exclusion criteria and therefore our sample was fairly small in size (N = 77). (b) The ethnicity
and gender of our sample was restricted. We mainly recruited female Caucasian participants, only a few boys or adolescents from other ethnic groups (Bicanič, 2014; van
IJzendoorn & Sagi-Schwartz, 2008). Secondly, as we conducted a cross-sectional study,
conclusions about cause and time aspects of the phenomena studied cannot be drawn. To
be able to add further evidence to the discussion on interrelatedness of trauma, dissociation and disorganized attachment representation (Herman, 1992; Liotti, 2004) and to
disentangle the long term impact of attachment and trauma on personality development
(e.g. Fransson, Granqvist, Bohlin, & Hagekull, 2013; Pascuzzo, Cyr, & Moss, 2013),
further longitudinal research is needed. Thirdly, we restricted our coding of the AAI to the
established classifications and scales, although in clinical groups such as ours, with severe
trauma and symptomatology, complementary coding such as HH would have been a
fruitful addition.
In conclusion, our study is the first to present attachment representations and psychiatric symptom profiles of adolescents with CSA compared to clinically depressed adolescents and controls. We used categorical classifications as well as dimensional scales of the
AAI, besides psychiatric diagnostic classifications and clinical dimensional measures of
trauma, dissociation, and depression. The study is the first to show that there is not only
clinical (Steele & Steele, 2008), but also scientific evidence that the AAI diagnostically
differentiates a CSA group from clinical depression and control groups.
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